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Question When did WW2 start and end? Who was in charge in WW2? What was life like in Britain during WW2? What was the Blitz and how did it change life for 
people in Britain? 

How did people keep safe during the 
Blitz?

What happened locally in the 
Blitz?

What was evacuation? What was life like for children 
who were evacuated?

How did the government ensure 
resources were shared fairly?

How did people work together to 
help each other in the war?

What should we learn from WW2 
to make our future safer?

Were all soldiers treated fairly in 
WW2?

Skills I can place key historical events  on a timeline using precise dates I can use appropriate historical vocabulary to communicate my ideas/knowledge I can use evidence to ask questions and find 
answers to questions about the past

I can use a wide variety of different sources to find out 
facts and present them in a variety of different ways

I can use a wide variety of different 
sources to find out facts and present them 
in a variety of different ways

I can use a wide variety of 
different sources to find out 
facts and present them in a 
variety of different ways

I can use appropriate historical 
vocabulary to communicate my 
ideas/knowledge

I can use a wide variety of 
different sources to find out facts 
and present them in a variety of 
different ways

I can use appropriate historical 
vocabulary to communicate my 
ideas/knowledge

I can use a wide variety of 
different sources to find out facts 
and present them in a variety of 
different ways

I can use a wide variety of 
different sources to find out facts 
and present them in a variety of 
different ways

. 

I can communicate about  
historical events and significant 
people from the past and begin 
to present them in different ways

I can communicate about 
historical events and significant 
people from the past and begin 
to present them in different ways

Knowledge I know when WW2 Began & Ended and can recall key events in the war. I know that Chamberlain declared war on Germany but Churchill was PM 
for most of the war
I know why Churchill was a succesful leader.
I know that Hitler was in charge in Germany and in simple terms why other 
countries declared war on Germany.

I know that I can learn a lot about the war form 
studying photographs

I can identify how life was different in the war, 
refering to evidence in the photographs to 
support my idea. 

I know that bombing towns and cities happened in 
the war.
I know how the Blitz affected the lives of people.

I know how people kept safe in the 
War. (shelters, blackout etc) and that 
much of this was the result of a fear of 
bombing.

I know that Sheffield and 
Rotherham were  key German 
targets in WW2 and that this 
was casued by the presence of 
the steel works.
I know that there are people 
alive today who lived through 
WW2 as children and that they 
can tell us what life was like

I know that children were sent 
away to the country for their 
safety. I can explain how 
evacuation happened and why it 
was necessay

 I can explain that life was very 
different for children sent to the 
countryside from towns. I can 
empathise with the children who 
were evacuated, using my 
knowledge of what was 
happening on the war and 
drawing on my lockdown 
experience to understand the 
separation.

I know that rationing was used 
in WW2. I know why and how it 
was used. I can explain what 
effect that had on the lives of 
people.

I know that people were 
encouraged to 'Dig for Victory'. I 
understand that women went to 
work in factories and that was 
because all the men were at 
war. I know that older people 
took on important roles such as 
Air Raid Wardens and Home 
guard and that without everyone 
working together  the war 
probably would not have been 
won.

I can understand that there are a 
variety of valid reasons for 
migration and that enforced 
migration occurrs today.
I know that decisions made by 
many people during WW2 and 
today have life changing 
consequences.

I know that Britain conscripted 
soldiers form countries in the 
British empire and treated them 
badly during and after the war. 
(Eusebio Mbiuki, Guerkas)

https://foreignpolicy.
com/2019/02/23/britains-
abandoned-black-soldiers/

Activity Timeline of Key events from start to end of WW2 with date - sort and order 
activity.

Use a range of sources to find out about Chamberlain, Churchill and Hitler and 
explain their roles in WW2. Create a factfile style  report for each.

Look at a range of photographs taken in WW2 . 
Discuss what can be learnt from the photographs. 
List questions arising from discussing the 
photographs to be used in future lessons

Use a range of sources including photographs, pamphlets, 
newspaper articles, to find out about the Blitz.

Research using primary and secondary 
sources. Communicate undersatnding 
through NC report.(Blitz section)

Use -Guest speaker, BBC 
People's War (Rotherham is 
included in oral history resource)
Photographs, newpsaper 
reports, newsreels to gather 
information and create a 
newspaper report.

Watch excerpts from The Lion, 
The Witch and the Wardrobe 
(evacuation section at start) 
Discuss photo sources.
Add to NC report - Evacuation

Read diary entries and letters, 
listen to testimony from people 
who were evacuated. Write a 
letter home (LWW linked 
possibly?)

Look at ration books, recipes, 
etc

Cook wartime recipes and 
compare to today's food- type 
and amount.
Add to NC report - rationing

Use photos of different jobs - ch 
to idenitfy what the job is and 
sort if it was important or not to 
the war.  Share and debate.

Debate whether to stay and 
suffer persecution with your 
family or to migrate and travel 
thousands of miles but never 
see your family again. 
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Question How do we see objects? Are there different light sources? What are the comparisons bewteen light sources 
in terms of colour and brightness? 

Why and how are shadows formed? What is the difference between volume, pitch and tone and echo? What types of electricty do 
different appliances use? 

What are series circuits? What components can go into a curcuit?

Skills I can make increasingly careful observations I can identify similarities, differences and changes I can identify similarities, differences and changes I can identifying similarities, differences and changes, and 
making simple connections

Make increasingly careful observations, identifying similarities, differences and 
changes, and making simple connections

Make increasingly careful 
observations, identifying 
similarities, differences and 
changes, and making simple 
connections. 

Make increasingly careful 
observations, identifying 
similarities, differences and 
changes, and making simple 
connections

Make increasingly careful observations, identifying similarities, differences and changes, and making simple 
connections

Knowledge I know how to explain that objects are seen because they give out or reflect light 
into the eye.  

I know how to identify a number of light sources of different kinds I know how to describe how to find something 
when it is dark

I know how the material an object is made from can 
effect the shadow it creates.

I can  make observations of sounds by listening carefully and disinguish 
between volume, pitch and tone and echo 

I can name and describe appliances 
which are electricity powered, 
battery powered, mains powered

I can identify and name basic parts 
of a circuit , including cells, wires, 
bulbs, switches and buzzers

I can make and describe series circuits and components within them.
I understand that a complete series circuit needs to be in a loop.

Activity Sort sources of light - natural and artificial. Determine how they are suitable for 
different purposes. (cutting/ sticking sorting activity)

Observe brightness and directionality- take outside and look at brightness from 
the sun, compared with torch to light (directional) and then strip light (artificial). 
Discussion/ Photographs.

Explore torches by removing the mirror/ reflection 
and then make mini search lights (during Blitz). 
use old style battery torches not LED.

Give a range of different materials and observe the 
shadows that are made. Identify opaque, translucent 
and transparent objects.

listen to same sound  at different volumes, 
can you identify the loudest and quietest. 
work in pairs to make a sound quitely 
whilst moving back until they can no 
longer hear it- try with a louder sound- 
mark on floor with chalk to show how 
sound travels over a distance. 

listen to lots of single sounds e.g 
airhorn, whistle, car alarm etc to 
enable them to recognise which 
has a high sound/low sound etc. 
study the fall and rise of the pitch 
in the air raid sirens and why that 
was more effective than a single 
pitch. compare to sound of police 
sirens/ ambulance (rise & fall to 
make them distinctive) 

Sorting activity for mains, battery 
and rechargable batteries.

make simple circuit. give them 
batteries, wires and bulbs and let 
them figure out how to create 
circuits. give little challenge cards- 
can you make a two bulb circuit? 
etc take pictures. 

Give diagrams of circuits, can them 
make them? look at what the 
symbols means. also give incorrect 
circuits and sort which works and 
which doesn't and explain why. 
record by photographs, simple tick 
sheet- which work and which don't. 

Now apply knowledge and 
understanding to make simple 
switch using paper fasteners, paper 
clip and card. 

Make Christmas scene with box 
and lights. complete over two 
sessions. 
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Question what does a journey mean to us? What is the significance of Baptism to Christians? How do Jewish people mark becoming an adult? What ceremonies do Hindus mark in the journey of life? Why do people choose to get married? Are all journeys similar? Can we 
compare the journeys of Christians, 
Jewish people and Hindus?Skills I can describe how life is seen as a journey by some people I can describe two different Christian celebrations of belonging/initiation I can describe what happens at a Jewish Bar or Bat 

Mitzvah ceremony
I can describe Hindu beliefs about the
journey of life and death using key
terms such asdharma, karma and
moksha.

I can describe a wedding ceremony for two
different religions.

I can look for similarities and 
differences between the
description of the journey of life for 
two different groups

Knowledge I know why some people see life as a journey and identify some of the key 
milestones on this journey.

I know what happens in Christian ceremonies of commitment and say what 
these rituals mean

I know what happens at a religious ceremony. I know the significance of the
Hindu sacred thread ceremony.

I know how to consider questions
such as why people make promises and 
vows when they marry.

I know reasons why some
people describe life as like a
journey

Activity Ask the pupils to recall their journey to school, what took place when they first got 
up? Did they have breakfast? Were they late? Which route did they take to school? 
How did they get to school? What do they
remember seeing, hearing? Discuss and record individual journey’s pictorially, 
share with the class. Ask the pupils who kept them safe on their journey, who 
could they ask for help if needed, who was waiting at school to guide them. Talk 
about changes in their own lives and their hopes and expectations for the future. 
Using an example of a
growing tree, record where pupils are now and what they will achieve in the 
future, their hopes and dreams (these can be written or symbolised on paper tree 
leaves).
- What are their roots? People and groups that give them strength, inspire them, 
keep them safe
- Where are they on the trunk? What have they achieved/done already? Record 
things on the trunk
and mark where they are now.
- Where are they going in life? Ambitions, hopes and dreams on the leaves

� Explore reasons why we use the idea of life as a journey. What are the features 
of a journey that make it a good metaphor for life? What other metaphors/similes 
would suit? Life is an adventure... life
is like a light bulb because... Ask pupils to complete their own “Life is...because...” 
or “life is like... because...” statements. These can form a great display when made 
into life “bricks” for a wall of life.

� Explain that each of us takes a journey throughout our lives, some take a 
religious journey. Discuss why these journeys are important. Reference the special 
ceremonies taken by Christians, Jewish people and Hindus on
their life journey. Explain that how believers feel their faith keeps them safe and 
gives guidance. Ask the pupils to work in pairs to create a list of the most important 
things that have happened to them so
far in life. Model some examples before discussions start e.g. being born, learning 
to ride a bicycle, passing a test or joining brownies. Discuss some of the examples 
that the children suggest;
Why are they important?
Are some more important than others? Why?
As a class think of some of the milestones that the pupils will encounter. Choose 
ten, a selection of those
that have happened and those that will happen in the future. Write each one on a 
card.

Remind the children of some of the religions you have learnt about. Ask them to 
think about some of the
milestones that happen in the life of someone from that religion.

� Introduce the religions you will be studying in this unit; Christianity and Judaism 
and/or Hinduism. What
journey of life ceremonies do the pupils know from each of these religions? Record 
which ceremonies pupils
know of. Collect information that the pupils know about these ceremonies. Note 
any questions they have.
Return to these during the unit to add to the information and to ensure that you 
are answering pupil
questions.

In pairs or small groups brainstorm/mind map what the pupils already know 
about baptism. This could be done using two colours, one for things that happen 
and objects (concrete things), the otherfor the meaning and symbolism (abstract 
ideas). Alternatively, give pupils a sticky note to write or draw an idea connected 
to baptism on, and then arrange them in a sorting diagram on the board.
(Categories could be ‘objects’, ‘events’ and ‘meaning’).Using the pupils’ prior 
knowledge as a starting point, teach the key facts about baptism. Explain that 
baptism is an initiation ceremony and make clear the differences in the Christian 
church that have led to beliefs in infant and believer’s baptism. Ensure the 
pupils have seen photos or clips of both ceremonies and that they understand 
the ceremony of confirmation as a fulfilment of promises made by parents 
during infant baptism.
- Infant baptism http://request.org.uk/life/rites-of-passage/infant-baptism/
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02mwy4d 
- Confirmation http://request.org.uk/life/rites-of-passage/confirmation-video/
- Believers baptism http://request.org.uk/life/rites-of-passage/believers-
baptism/
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02mwy4d
As they look at these, ask them to note main features of the ceremonies and any 
symbolism shown in words or pictures (e.g. promises, declarations of faith, 
water cleansing, dying to sin, etc.)Read the words of a baptismal service and 
discuss the meanings. If possible, ask a visitor in to explain experiences and the 
meaning of believer’s baptism.  Ask the pupils to think about the symbolism of 
water in baptism and share ideas. Discuss the idea of a fresh start, of dying to sin 
and being ‘born again’. Ask the pupils to consider how they would like to be if 
they had a fresh start in life. What would they want to change about their 
behaviour and attitudes to life? Discuss in pairs, then fours. If appropriate, ask 
pupils to produce a picture, poem or piece of writing explaining how they would 
like to be if they had a fresh start. The symbolism of water could be developed 
in this activity, e.g. writing in a raindrop shape, looking at a new reflection of self 
in a pool of water. Discuss the importance of promises made in the baptismal 
service. Explore the idea that part of the significance of the Believer’s Baptism 
service is to express a commitment to belong to the Christian church. What 
groups or communities do the pupils belong to? (A school community is an 
excellent model for this activity). What signifies their membership/allegiance to 
the group? 
Where does the idea of baptism come from?

� Explore baptism in the Bible. Ask the pupils to look up the following 
references in the Bible and to
make notes on what these passages teach Christians about baptism: John the 
Baptist (Luke 1:5 – 25),
Jesus is baptised (Matthew 3: 13 – 17), Saul/Paul is baptised (Acts 9:10 – 19), an 
Ethiopian is baptised
(Acts 8: 26 – 40), the Jailor’s family is baptised (Acts 16: 16 – 34). Do a guided 
visualisation of the
baptism of Jesus or just do an animated reading of the story. Give pupils speech 
bubbles and ask
them to write down something one of the characters in the story might have 
thought, felt or said.
Use these to analyse the event in a detailed discussion. Write a diary entry for 
the day from the point
of view of one of the characters.

� What do the pupils look forward to about 
becoming an adult? What will they be able to do? 
Make a
list, which are the class most looking forward to? 
With rights come responsibilities. What
responsibilities do you have as an adult?

� Bar and Bat Mitzvah mark the move for Jewish 
young people from childhood towards adulthood.
After becoming Bar/Bat Mitzvah – son or daughter 
of the commandment- young people are
considered responsible for their own decisions and 
actions and old enough to follow the mitzvot,
commandments, for themselves.

� Show pupils a clip of Bar or Bat Mitzvah such as 
this one about Bat Mitzvah
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02n2kgx

� Ask pupils to watch the clip about Bat Mitzvah, 
then draw three circles, small medium and large,
inside each other. In the centre circle, they draw 
themselves, and some things that make them
unique. The second circle has three drawings and 
six words: the three people who are closest to
them and two words to describe each one. The 
third circle has five people who matter, but are 
not - an explanation of the significance of 
becoming bar/bat mitzvah and of the specific parts 
of the
ceremony and celebrations
- technical language with definitions, referring to 
their glossary
- Simple organisational devices to ensure their 
leaflet is easy to read and navigate
A letter to an Uncle: Ask pupils to write an 
imaginary letter from Sarah or Mimi or David to a 
non- Jewish uncle
who could not attend the celebrations. In the 
letter they must include;
- a description of what happened in the service
- an explanation of the significance of becoming 
bar/bat mitzvah and of the specific parts of the
ceremony and celebrations
- technical language with definitions, referring to 
their glossary
A postcard of congratulation: Ask pupils to write a 
postcard to Sarah or Mimi or David congratulating
them on becoming Bar or Mitzvah. In the postcard 
they must include;
- a description of at least one thing that happened 
during the service
- their understanding of the significance of 
becoming bar/bat mitzvah and of the specific parts 
of
the ceremony and celebrations
- technical language with definitions, referring to 
their glossary
so close to them – maybe a famous singer or 
sports person, and so on. They are each described 
in
two words as well. There are eight people in the 
clip about the Bat Mitzvah. Can pupils make a
three circle diagram for Mimi, like the one for 
themselves? (Best tackled in pairs, and with a 
second
look at the clip).

� Ask pupils to work in small groups to find out 
more about what happens at either a Bar or Bat
Mitzvah. Use www.reonline.org.uk/specials/jwol/ 
click on what we do-time and then life cycles to
find information about the ceremonies. Share the 
information that the class has found. What do
the class think is challenging about becoming a 
Jewish adult at 12 or 13?
Recording the learning
Give pupils a choice of how they are going to 
record their learning. Some of these methods are 
more
challenging. Use these to differentiate the learning
Information leaflet: Ask pupils to write an 
information leaflet to be given to children who are 
11 and
about to prepare for their Bar or Bat Mitzvah. In 
the information leaflet they must include;
- a description of the preparations they will need 
to make for the synagogue service
- a description of what will happen in the service - 
an explanation of the significance of becoming 
bar/bat mitzvah and of the specific parts of the
ceremony and celebrations
- technical language with definitions, referring to 
their glossary
- Simple organisational devices to ensure their 
leaflet is easy to read and navigate
A letter to an Uncle: Ask pupils to write an 
imaginary letter from Sarah or Mimi or David to a 
non- Jewish uncle
who could not attend the celebrations. In the 
letter they must include;
- a description of what happened in the service
- an explanation of the significance of becoming 
bar/bat mitzvah and of the specific parts of the
ceremony and celebrations
- technical language with definitions, referring to 
their glossary
A postcard of congratulation: Ask pupils to write a 
postcard to Sarah or Mimi or David congratulating
them on becoming Bar or Mitzvah. In the postcard 
they must include;
- a description of at least one thing that happened 
during the service
- their understanding of the significance of 
becoming bar/bat mitzvah and of the specific parts 
of
the ceremony and celebrations
- technical language with definitions, referring to 
their glossary

Discuss how Hindu religious practices and beliefs are 
based on a set of Holy Scriptures (theVedas). The 
performance of duties (dharma) are according to an 
individual’s nature. What do we think this means? Do we 
possess dharma?Explore the Hindu belief that life is a 
journey from one body to another and each life itself a 
journey from birth to death. Talk about the ‘signposts’ 
that Hindus will follow that enable
them to get closer to God. As a whole class explore the 
word ‘Reincarnation’ and the Hindu belief that the cycle 
of reincarnation for them is not to be seen as something 
joyful but
includes suffering and misery in order to reach spiritual 
freedom (Moksha).Watch the clip from My life My 
religion www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02n5v2q 
explaining
the cycle of life and death. Can pupils show their 
understanding by drawing a diagram to show the Hindu 
journey of life like Vraj’s picture. Investigate using 
information books, internet and other sources how a 
Hindu’s spiritual journey follows a natural process of 
growing up. Does all life go through four stages? 
(Ashramas) Focus on the fourth stage, the Sannyasa 
(world renouncer) this stage is seen as
an ideal not everyone reaches this. The Sannyasi gives up 
all possessions and becomes a wandering holy person 
with no fixed home. Ask pupils to consider how they 
would feel undertaking this stage or if a member of their 
family reached this stage. Write a pros/cons list and 
debate. Chose pupils to play the character of a Sannyasi 
and put them in the ‘Hot Seat’.

� Find out about the first of the ‘Samskaras’ 
(sacraments). Before a child’s naming ceremony a prayer 
for calmness is read. Pupils to write a prayer for calmness 
or some words that a Hindu
might read before a naming ceremony and share with the 
class.

� 

Religious ideas about marriage Share the 
core principles shared by most major 
religions e.g. ideally it is for life, it is the 
place to bring up children, faithfulness etc. 
Compare this with what the pupils found 
in the quotes above, using this as a way in 
to discussing and considering the word 
‘love’. Explore together a passage on ‘love’ 
from the Bible such as 1 Corinthians 13. 
Highlight its ideals, but
also how hard this is to live out. Pupils 
consider the passage and compose their 
own ‘Love is..’ statements, either by 
contributing to a
group response or working independently. 
Sharing Christian ideas of marriage Share 
and discuss any pupil experience of a 
Christian wedding ceremony. Show a clip 
highlighting key
moments of a Christian wedding for 
example http://request.org.uk/life/rites-
of-passage/marriage/ If not, look at an 
order of service or ask someone to talk 
about their wedding.:

� Recall and name some of the ways 
religions mark milestones of commitment

Explore Jewish ideas of marriage

� Explore aspects of the Jewish Wedding 
Ceremony. Introduce the idea of the 
ketubah, a wedding contract, and how this 
formalises a promise. If possible, watch a 
Jewish wedding ceremony that
includes the signing of a wedding contract. 
Share the information on Jewish way of life 
on Marriage with pupils www.reonline.org.
uk/specials/jwol/

� Discuss the role that God is believed to 
play in the ceremony and why this is seen 
as important. Is this the same for a 
Christian marriage? Compare and contrast 
the exchanging of rings and signing of
contracts in a Christian wedding and a 
Jewish wedding. Challenge pupils to think 
what they would consider to be important 
in a wedding contract, both to promise 
and be promised. Allow them to
compose, decorate and display their ideas.
Explore Hindu ideas of marriage

� Introduce Marriage as an important 
stage in life for Hindus. Using an array of 
props act out the ‘seven
steps’ of a traditional Hindu wedding 
around the sacred fire and the promises 
that are made between
the bride and groom. There are several 
versions of these seven steps available on 
the internet

� Do we agree with these promises? 
Would you include anymore?
Why do people marry in a place of 
worship? Is there an alternative for non-
religious people?

� Lots of people choose to marry ‘without 
god’ to make promises in front of friends 
and their families but
without any religious significance. Is it a 
good idea that people can do this? Why? 
Why not?

� Some people say being married is great 
but can be hard sometimes. What might 
Non-religious people
or Christians or Hindus or Jewish people do 
when marriage is challenging?

With talking partners, pupils are 
asked to recall what they have 
learnt throughout this unit, 
recording on whiteboards or post-it 
notes and feedback as a whole 
class.

� In pairs pupils are asked to then 
position what they have recorded 
onto a Venn diagram with three 
circles. The space where the 2 or 3 
circles overlap to be where the 
religions are
similar in their beliefs and 
practices. Can the pupils suggest 
some reasons why religions often 
describe life as a journey? What are 
the key differences between the 
Christian and Jewish beliefs, and 
the Hindu beliefs?
(e.g. Jewish and Christian beliefs 
based on a linear view of time – 
from here to Judgement and 
beyond. Hindu beliefs have a 
cyclical view – reincarnation on the 
wheel of life, death
and rebirth until escaping to 
Moksha). Can the pupils compare 
initiation ceremonies in the two or 
three religions they have studied? 
Give each pupil a large piece of A3 
paper with 3 (2 if you have only 
studied 2
religions) circles drawn on it. Ask 
pupils to draw a labelled picture 
showing an initiation ceremony in 
each circle. In between each of the 
pictures ask pupils to write a list of 
similarities and difference between 
the two pictures alongside.My 
journey through life: how is it 
going?
Ask pupils to create a journey bag 
for either a Christian, a Jewish 
person or a Hindu. In the bag must 
be
props that relate to what the pupils 
have learnt about the journey of 
life and death for the chosen
religion. Once completed evaluate 
together in small groups, what is in 
the bag? Why is it in the bag? Is
there anything missing? In speaking 
and listening, pupils move from 
description to understanding and
explanation.
Ask pupils to discuss with a partner, 
then work alone to write a 
‘guidebook to the journey of
life’ that answers questions like 
this:

� Who can help you along life’s 
journey?

� What guidance can you choose 
to follow?

� How can you make sure you see 
the best bits?

� What will make you safe as you 
travel?

� Is it best to travel alone or in 
company? What is the best advice 
for life’s journey? What are the 
challenges you might face on the 
journey?

� Is being committed to a religion 
challenging? Why? Why not? Pupils 
can share their guidebooks in circle 
time. 
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Question How can we help others to feel welcome? How can we make our school community a better place? What are everyones rights to learn? Why is it important to care about other people's feelings? How can we work well with others? Why is it important to follow the 
learning charter?

why is it important to accept that 
everyone is different?

How can I include others when 
working and playing?

How can I help someone who is 
being bullied?

How can I try to solve problems? Why must I try to use kind words?

Skills I recognise my worth and can identify positive things about myself and my 
achievements. 

I can face new challenges positively , make responsible choices. I can understand why rules are needed. I recognise that my actions can affect myself and others 
and I care about other peoples feelings

I can make responsible choices and take 
action.

I can understand how my actions 
affect others and try to see things 
from their point of view?

I can understand that everybody’s 
family is different and important to 
them

I understand that differences and 
conflicts
sometimes happen among family
members

I can explain what it means to be a 
witness of bullying

I can explain that witnesses can 
make the
situation better or worse by what 
they do

I recognise that some words are 
used in

hurtful ways

Knowledge I know how to use my Jigsaw Journa I know how to ask for help when I need it. I know how to make others feel valued I know how that my behaviour brings rewards and 
consequences.

I know how to work cooperatively in a 
group.

I know how to follow the learning 
charter.

I appreciate my family and the 
people that care for me.

I know how to calm myself down 
and can
use the ‘Solve it together’ 
technique

I know some ways of helping to 
make
someone who is bullied feel better

I know ways how to problem-solve 
a bullying situation
with others

I try hard not to use hurtful words
(e.g. gay, fat)Activity Jigsaw Puzzle 1 'being in my world' Jigsaw Puzzle 2 'being in my world' Jigsaw Puzzle 3 'being in my world' Jigsaw Puzzle 4 'being in my world' Jigsaw Puzzle 5 'being in my world' Jigsaw Puzzle 5 'being in my world' Jigsaw Puzzle 1 'celebrating 

difference'
Jigsaw Puzzle 2 'celebrating 
difference'

Jigsaw Puzzle 3 'celebrating 
difference'

Jigsaw Puzzle 4 'celebrating 
difference'

JIgsaw Puzzle 5 'celebrating 
difference'
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1 Question 

Skills 

Knowledge

Activity
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Question How do use different shades of pencils to create different tones and lines. How do use different shades of pencils to create different tones and lines. How can I find out about a famous artist and his work ? How can I create my own painting based on the style of an artist?

Skills I can investigate and combine visual and tactile qualities and match them to the 
purpose of my work.

I can apply and develop use of tools and techniques, including drawing. I can design and make images and artefacts that 
communicate observations, ideas and feelings by using a 
variety of methods.

I can apply and develop use of tools and techniques, including drawing.

Knowledge I know how use different grades of pencil at different angles to show different 
tones.

I know how to use hatching and cross hatching to show tone and texture in my drawings. I know how to study other artists’ drawings and have 
experimented with some of these styles.

My work includes historical studies of technical drawings, such as ancient 
architecture

https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/23/britains-abandoned-black-soldiers/
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Activity Show the children PowerPoint - ww2-pics. Discuss the drawings. What makes them 

look effective? Draw out the shading and tone.
         Explain to the children that they are going to be creating their own WW2 
drawing based on this style over the next few weeks.
         How do we shade? What materials/resources can we use? 
Blending/smudging
Charcoal/pastels
Using lines to emphasise specific areas.
         Show the children http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/drawing-using-
charcoal-graphite-and-pencil/10009.html  
         Give the children the charcoal, chalk pastels and graphite pencils. 
Demonstrate on a piece of paper how to use each of them.
         Allow the children to experiment with them in their sketchbooks.
         Next, look at 3D effects with cross hatching and shading. Show the children 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/drawing-shading-techniques-to-add-
tone-and-the-illusion-of-three-dimensions/10006.html 
         Discuss the techniques.
         Allow the children to experiment with cross hatching and shading.

Show the children the PowerPoint of the WW2 images from last week’s lesson - ww2-pics. 
Allow the children to experiment drawing part of one of them in their sketches. What did they find easy? What did they find 
difficult? When they have finished drawing part of one of the sketches, allow the children to discuss further ideas. Take feedback 
and write the ideas in the whiteboard. Allow them to sketch their own representation of WW2 Here are some ideas
Soldiers in a trench
Evacuees
Bomb exploding
Allow the children the remainder of the session and all of the next session to draw their own WW2 sketching using charcoal, pastels 
and pencilsThey must include blending, shading, lines for emphasis and attempt cross hatching, using charcoal pastels and pencils to 
create the effects.

Who was L S Lowry? 

         Share - http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/l-
s-lowry-in-his-own-words/9321.html 
Teacher Information
Laurence Stephen Lowry
1887–1976
Nationality: British

LS Lowry is known for his paintings of the industrial 
landscapes of the north of England. His stylised pictures 
of coalmines, factories and terraced houses were mostly 
painted around Pendlebury and Salford, near 
Manchester. He had a recognisable style of crowds of 
simple dark figures surrounded by slabs of grey buildings 
and industrial fog.

Lowry worked full-time for his whole life as a clerk and 
continued to be chief cashier at the Pall Mall Property 
Company in Manchester, even when he was one of the 
most popular painters in Britain. He studied painting part-
time in evening classes, and later only painted at night 
after work. Lowry worked on his paintings steadily for 
many years and only achieved popular success in his 60s.

His work Dwelling, Ordsall Lane, Salford (1927) is 
dominated by a row of dark buildings. There is a crowd of 
tiny people but they seem to be dominated by the 
architecture. Lowry once said that a street is not a street 
without people ... it is as dead as mutton. The Liver 
Building (1962) is more geometric, with the people 
separated from the buildings by a wide ribbon of river.
         Look at selection of work by L S Lowry.  Pay extra 
attention to VE Day – Image 57 of 214 
         http://www.bbc.co.
uk/arts/yourpaintings/artists/laurence-stephen-
lowry/paintings/slideshow  
         What do they notice about the paintings? What do 
they notice about the people? What do the scenes 
depict? What do they notice about the colours he used? 
Pay extra attention to VE Day – Image 57 of 214 
         Give the children an image of LS Lowry. Children to 
stick in their sketch books and then write facts about him 
and his work. One fact must be about the VE Day 
painting.

Stick examples of LS Lowry’s work on sugar paper and place on the tables. Ask 
the children to look at them closely. 

Look more closely at the people. Discuss the shapes of them. How has Lowry 
drawn them? Are they clear body shapes? Watch the video from last week - 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/l-s-lowry-in-his-own-words/9321.
html 

In sketch books, tell the children to practise drawing people in the style of 
Lowry.

How can they use Lowry’s style to create an image about WW2? What could the 
scene be? 
Ideas
Concentration camp
Soldiers marching
Evacuees
People hiding

Allow the children to experiment with Lowry’s style to create their own image. 
They can choose which medium to use to create colour and effect.
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Question What does Make Do and Mend mean? Can I design a bag from recycled material? How can make my own bag?

Skills I can research and develop design criteria. I can design a bag made from recycled material. I can experiment with different sewing techniques. I can select from a range of 
materials.

I can make a recycled bag.   I can evaluate a product against 
design criteria. 

Knowledge I understand product features and can investigate an  existing product. I know how to share and clarify ideas through 
discussion. 

I know how to identify and use a range of 
sewing techniques.

I know how to produce appropriate 
lists of tools, equipment and 
materials that I need. Formulate 
step-by-step plans as a guide to 
making. Accurately measure, mark 
out, cut and shape materials and 
components.

I know how to select tools and equipment suitable for the task.  Explain 
tools and equipment in relation to the skills and techniques they will be 
using.

I know how to consider the views 
of others when thinking of 
improvements

Activity Introduce Design Technology project and Make Do and Mend.  Letters to go home 
for children to bring in an old item of clothing/ fabric to create something from. 
 
Activity 1:  Children to research and make notes about Make Do and Mend using 
websites.  Research fashion designer Christopher Raeburn to find out about using 
recycled materials to create new products. Is the product functional or decorative?  Who 
would use this product? What is its purpose?  Do the textiles use match the 
intended purpose?  What has been used to enhance the appearance? Is the design 
innovative? Create a mood board/ fact file about the fashion designer and Make 
Do and Mend Key questions:  What is a product? How can we create an appealing 
product? What is its purpose?  Which one is most suited to its purpose? 

Children to disassemble appropriate textiles products to gain an understanding 
of how they have been constructed, how the parts have been joined, what 
fastenings have been used and what the fabric shapes look like.   What 
properties/characteristics does the fabric have?  Why has this fabric been 
chosen? How has the fabric been joined together? How effective are its 
fastenings?  How has it been decorated? What would the 2-D pattern piece look 
like? How might you change the product? How might you change the product?

Share and clarify ideas through discussion. 
Children to create a shared design brief, supported 
by the teacher, and create a set of design 
criteria.    Activity 1:  Children will design their own 
bag. Model to the class choosing from the range of 
features seen in first week and combining them to 
create desired bag. Divide a page  into quarters. 
Sketch four different designs into the book, 
labelling the features of each bag, what it is made 
out of, what decorations it has etc.  What shape 
will the bag be? What will the handle be like? Will 
the bag have a flap to close over it? Will it have a 
kind of fastener to keep it closed? What will the 
bag be made from? What texture will it be? What 
patterns will be on the bag?  
 

Activity 2:  Sketch potential designs for a decoration. 
Make sure each design is unique. Pick the best 
design to make as a decoration. Create one design 
that they would like to produce and annotate, 
referring to their research.  
 
Final design: Include a front and back view and 
label/annotate all aspects including material, what 
inspired them, timings etc.  Label drawing describing 
materials needed (felt, buttons, ribbon etc). Create a 
line drawing plan to prepare creating a pattern. 
 
Plenary:  Children to share designs and ideas with 
other members of the class. Peer assessment – what 
could be improved? What do you like about it?

Demonstrate/ discuss range of sewing 
techniques. Recap basics – what 
equipment is needed? How can we use it 
safely?  
 
Activity 1:  Children to practise a range of 
different sewing techniques (Over stitch, 
running stitch, back stitch, Sew sequins/ 
buttons onto fabric, blanket stitch) 
 
Demonstrate stitching techniques. Use 
rotation of activities/ complete sewing 
practise in small groups. Practise sewing 
two small pieces of fabric together to 
develop use of and need for seam 
allowances. Help sheets available for 
children to practise independently.  
 
Demonstrate and test out range of 
decorative finishing techniques (applique, 
embroidery).  Key questions:  Why do we 
need to practise our skills before we start a 
project?  Which joining technique makes 
the strongest seam? Why?  Which stitch is 
appropriate for the purpose?  Which 
joining techniques are suitable for the 
fabric and purpose? How can you stiffen 
your fabric?  What is the purpose of the 
fastenings? Which one is most suited to 
the purpose and user?  What decorative 
techniques have been used? What effect 
do they have? 

Activity 2:  Evaluate type of stitch 
using worksheet and what it will be 
used for. Children to take a photo 
(using iPad) of their practise 
stitches to go in topic book.      
 
Plenary:  Add to design plan – 
update design adding what stitches 
will be used

Discuss use of patterns/ templates 
in textiles and process for project.   
 
Activity:  Draw out pattern pieces 
on paper and gather resources. 
Support LA/ SEND.  Children to 
create a step by step using their 
research and need to include the 
following. • Choice of 
shape/template to be used. • 
Choice of coloured felt they will 
need  • Choice of contrasting 
thread. • What type of stitching 
they will use. • Are they using 
applique? Template needed? • 
Embellishments and how these will 
be attached Create a list of what 
they will need in book and plan 
their steps for how they will do it as 
instructions. 
 
Using paper or scrap material, 
create a mock-up version of your 
bag design. Show how much fabric 
you will use. Show where you will 
need to sew to put the bag 
together. Label the design with the 
type of material and type of stitch 
you will use. 
 
Use Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 
on Microsoft Word to design 
pattern pieces needed and check 
measurements.  
 
Plenary:  Self-assess – What are 
your next steps?    

Children should have finalised their design and begun to draw the 
templates for any embellishments they need.  
 
Activity (may take more than one session).  Children to use different 
stitches and embellishment methods learned to upcycle/ recycle their 
garment.  Take your dummy design from last week and show the 
children how to use it as a template to draw the right shapes onto the 
fabric. When all the shapes are on, and the children are happy that they 
are the right size/shape, cut them out. 
 
Use the template you made last week to draw around onto the fabric 
you are going to use. Use your sewing skills to sew the bag together. 
Think carefully about the order you are sewing things on. 
 
Discuss with other children in class to use different types of materials. 
Work as a team to share resources.  
 
Plenary:  Ensure that children have: 1. Cut out any embellishments they 
need. 2. Created pattern pieces to change product. 

Discuss evaluating a product 
against a design criteria. Recap 
design criteria and the purpose of 
the product.  
 
Activity:  Reflect back on the bag 
design process. Discuss with your 
group what went well. What were 
you not so happy with? What could 
you do differently if you were to go 
through the process again?  
 
As a group, peer-evaluate the 
make-do-and-mend bags. Give 
positive feedback that can be 
recorded in sketchbooks. Record 
your self- and peer- evaluations in 
your sketchbook alongside a 
photograph of your finished 
design.  • How well product has 
been designed? • How well product 
has been made? • Why materials 
have been chosen? • What 
methods of construction have been 
used? • How well product achieve 
their purposes? • How well product 
meet user needs and wants? • Is 
the product aesthetically pleasing? 
• What changes or improvements 
would you make to your final 
product? 
 
Plenary:  Children to showcase 
designs with the class/ group. 
Celebration of design process. 
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Question How does this song make you feel? What does this song make you think of? Does this song tell a story? How old is this piece of Music? Is the Music fast or slow? What are the dynamic of this piece 
of Music?

What instruments are in this piece 
of Music?

What is an ensemble? What is a sea shanty? What was the role of the 
shantyman?

How could we structure our shanty 
song?

What words could we link to the 
songs we have sung previously?Skills I can identify the purpose of the Music I can identify the elements of Music in different pieces of Music and compare 

similarities and differences.
I can identify the purpose of the Music I can identify the elements of Music in different pieces of 

Music and compare similarities and differences.
I can identify the purpose of the Music I can compose a rhythmic piece. I can reflect on my composition 

using some specific terminology
I can perform as an ensemble using 
body percussion.

I can compose lyrics I can compose lyrics I can perform to school peers using 
vocal and/or physical expression.

I can identify the strong beat in 
different pieces of Music.Knowledge I can identify a key elements through listening to the song - PRACTICAL I will be able to show different sign language to match the words of the song  PRACTICAL I will be able to give constructive 

verbal feedback to others when 
they perform - PRACTICAL

I know how to perform with others. I know what a sea shanty is. I know the role of a shantyman. I know different ways to structure 
our shanty song.

I am able to identify words that are 
associated with shanty songs.Activity

French Question How do you say the numbers 1-10 in French? How do you say the numbers 1-10 in French? How do you say the numbers 1-10 in French? How do you say the 11 common colours in French? How do you say the 11 common colours in 
French?

Can you list the 11 common colours 
in French?

Can you recall the 11 common 
colours in French?

How do you say basic classroom 
instructions in French?

Can you follow classroom 
instructions?

Can you follow classroom 
instructions?

Can you select the correct 
classroom instructions

What are the different greetings in 
French?Skills I can watch mouth of speaker I can understand and say numbers 1-10 with correct pronunciation I can understand and say numbers 1-10 with 

correct pronunciation. 
I can listen and respond to simple stories, finger rhymes 
and songs.

I can recognise and respond to sound 
patterns and words

I can perform actions to a French 
song

I can recognise and respond to 
sound pattern and words.

I can listen to and follow simple 
classroom commands

I can listen to and follow simple 
classroom commands

I can listen to and follow simple 
classroom commands

I can make french sounds and copy 
intonation patterns

I can imitate pronunciation

Knowledge I know how to imitate pronunciation of sounds I know how sounds are presented in written form. I know how sounds are presented in written form. I know how sounds are presented in written form. Imitate pronunciation of sounds. I know how to identify specific 
sounds, phonemes and words, 
linking sounds to meanings

I know how to imitate 
pronunciation of sounds

Recognise how sounds are 
presented in written form. 

Recognise how sounds are 
presented in written form

Recognise how sounds are 
presented in written form

Recognise how sounds are 
presented in written form 

I know how to recognise different 
language conversations to express 
politeness

Activity Practial. Practical. Practial. Practical. Practical. Practical Practical Practical Practical Practical Practical Practical

Maths Year 3 Number: Place Value Number: Addition and Subtraction Number: Multiplication and Division
Represent numbers to 100 
Tens and ones using addition Hundreds 
Represent numbers to 1,000 100s, 10s and 1s (1)
Number line to 1,000 
Find 1, 10, 100 more or less than a given number 
Compare objects to 1,000
Compare numbers to 1,000
 Order numbers Count in 50s

Add and subtract multiples of 100 
Add and subtract 1s
Add and subtract 3-digit and 1-digit numbers – not crossing 10 
Add a 2-digit and 1-digit number - crossing 10 
Add 3-digit and 1-digit numbers – crossing 10 
Subtract a 1-digit number from 2-digits - crossing 10 
Subtract a 1-digit number from a 3-digit number – crossing 10 
Add and subtract 3-digit and 2-digit numbers – not crossing 100 
Add 3-digit and 2-digit numbers – crossing 100 
Subtract a 2-digit number from a 3-digit number – crossing 100 
Add and subtract 100s Spot the pattern – making it explicit 
Add two 2-digit numbers - crossing 10 - 
add ones & add tens Subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number - crossing 10

Multiplication – equal groups 
Multiplication using the symbol 
Using arrays 2 times-table 5 times-table 
Make equal groups - sharing 
Make equal groups - grouping 
Divide by 2 Divide by 5 
Divide by 10 Multiply by 3 
Divide by 3 The 3 times table
Multiply by 4
Divide by 4
The 4 times table
Multiply by 8
Divide by 8
The 8 times table

Year 4 Number: Place Value Number: Addition and Subtraction Measurement: Length and Perimeter Number: Multiplication and Division

Represent numbers to 1,000
100s, 10s and 1s
Number line to 1,000
Round to the nearest 10
Round to the nearest 100
Count in 1,000s
1,000s, 100s, 10s and 1s
Partitioning
Number line to 10,000
Find 1, 10, 100 more or less
1,000 more or less
Compare numbers
Order numbers
Round to the nearest 1,000
Count in 25s
Negative numbers
Roman numerals to 100

Add and subtract 1s, 10s, 100s and 1,000s
Add two 3-digit numbers - not crossing 10 or 100
Add two 4-digit numbers – no exchange
Add two 3-digit numbers - crossing 10 or 100
Add two 4-digit numbers – one exchange
Add two 4-digit numbers – more than one exchange
Subtract a 3-digit number from a 3-digit number - no exchange
Subtract two 4-digit numbers – no exchange
Subtract a 3-digit number from a 3-digit number - exchange
Subtract two 4-digit numbers – one exchange
Subtract two 4-digit numbers – more than one exchange
Efficient subtraction
Estimate answers
Checking strategies

Equivalent lengths - m and cm
Equivalent lengths - mm and cm
Kilometres
Add lengths
Subtract lengths
Measure perimeter
Perimeter on a grid
Perimeter of a rectangle
Perimeter of rectilinear shapes

Multiply by 10
Multiply by 100
Divide by 10
Divide by 100
Multiply by 1 and 0
Divide by 1 and itself
Multiply and divide by 3
The 3 times-table
Multiply and divide by 6
6 times table and division facts
Multiply and divide by 9
9 times table and division facts
Multiply and divide by 7
7 times table and division facts
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Question 

Where is the Mayan Kingdom ? - Link to 
Geography  Lesson one
When did the Mayan civilisation exist?

Who were the Maya and why were they 
important?

What was life like for Mayan People? What religious beliefs did the 
Mayans hold?

Why were the Mayans such feared 
warriors?

Who was responsible for the 
decline of the Mayan Civilisation?

How have the Mayan Civilisation 
influenced our modern  world?

Skills 

I can use evidence to ask questions and 
find answers to questions about the past

I can place key events on a timeline using 
precise dates

I can use appropriate historical vocabulary to 
communicate my ideas/knowledge

I can use a wide variety of different 
sources to find out facts and present 
them in a variety of different ways

I can use appropriate historical 
vocabulary to communicate my 
ideas/knowledge

I can use a wide variety of different 
sources to find out facts and 
present them in a variety of different 
ways

I can use evidence to ask questions and 
find answers to questions about the 
past

I can use a range of different skills to 
communicate information about the 
past

Knowledge

I know that the kingdom of Maya is in Central 
America I know the eras and events of the 
Maya Civilisation

I can explore how we know about the Mayan 
Civilisation was most powerful from 420 AD 
and 900 AD, existed since 750BC  and was 
taken over by the Conquistadors in the 15th 
Century. I know that Mayan people still live in 
Central America today

I know that the Mayan Civilisation was very 
advanced, 
I know that the Maya built temples, studied 
astronomy, developed a calendar, invented a 
number system which incudes 0 and  wrote 
using glyphs and pictographs.

I know where the Maya lived. I know 
what life would have been like for the 
Maya people. I know that the Maya 
were farmers and grew chocolate 
which was used as a currency and was 
'food of the gods'

I know that the Mayans built 
temples and worshipped many 
gods. I know this is a simular belief 
system to other ancient civilisations 
studied (Greeks, Roman, Vikings 
etc)

I know that the Maya were fierce 
warriors. I Can explain why and 
how they fought with their 
neighbours. (trade, power, land, for 
slaves, drought, diminishing 
resources etc) 

I know when the Maya Civilisation 
began to decline
I know why the Maya Civilisation 
began to decline
I know who the Conquistadors were 
and who destroyed Mayan Civilisation 
and what the reasons were. I know 
that Pedro de Alvarado led the 
conquistadors who detroyed the 
Mayan empire

I know how the Mayan civilisation has 
left a legacy -Ball games
Chocolate
Chilli peppers
maize

tortillas
0

Activity

In groups discuss a range of primary and 
simple secondary sources. Use to ask 
quesitons about the Maya

Build a  simple timeline (including BC and 
AD events)

Sort images and caption key information about 
Maya

Look at photos of archaeological sites, 
look at sculputures, relief images, 
secondary sources to  find out about 
farming. Make a chocolate factsheet

Discuss and recreate pictographs/ 
temples (art linked?)

Research using a range of sources- 
relief work, first hand accounts. 
Present as drama?

research leading to Hot seat activity
https://www.thoughtco.
com/biography-of-pedro-de-
alvarado-2136555

https://www.thoughtco.com/the-
maya-conquest-of-the-kiche-
2136556

Plan and hold a Mayan celebration - 
food and ball games 
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Question

What are the different parts of a plant? What do plants need to grow well? How do plant transport water? What do plants need to grow well? What is pollination and fertilsation? What nutrition do animals need to 
survive?

How and where do animals get their 
nutrition?

What do young animals look like as 
adults? 

Can these be matched?

How can living things be grouped?

Skills 

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain 
that they can be answered in 
different ways

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways.

Gather and record findings in a variety of 
ways (diagrams, tables, charts and 
graphs) with increasing accuracy. Data 
can be recorded and displayed in different 
ways, including tables, charts, graphs and 
labelled diagrams. 

Make increasingly careful observations, 
identifying similarities, differences and 
changes, and making simple connections

Gather and record findings in a 
variety of ways (diagrams, tables, 
charts and graphs) with increasing 
accuracy. Data can be recorded 
and displayed in different ways, 
including tables, charts, graphs and 
labelled diagrams.

Ask relevant scientific questions, 
independently, about the world 
around them and begin to identify 
how they can answer them. 

Gather and record findings in a variety 
of ways (diagrams, tables, charts and 
graphs) with increasing accuracy. Data 
can be recorded and displayed in 
different ways, including tables, charts, 
graphs and labelled diagrams.

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways.

Make increasingly careful 
observations, identifying similarities, 
differences and changes, and making 
simple connections.

Knowledge

I can identify and describe the 
functions of different parts of 
flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, 
leaves and flowers

I can explain the different jobs of 
each part of a flowering plant.

I can set up an investigation to find out 
what plants need to grow well.

I can explain the function of the stem. I can 
understand how water is transported in a 
plant. I can set up a comparative 
investigation. I can suggest ways to find 
answers. I can make a prediction. I can 
make a conclusion.

I can explain what a plant needs to 
grow well.

I can explain the process of 
pollination. I can explain how 
pollination leads to fertilisation.

I know what types of nutrition animals 
need to survive, including basic food 
groups.
I can identify that animals, including 
humans, need the right types and 
amount of nutrition, and that they 
cannot make their own food; they get 
nutrition from what they eat.

I can match young and adults of the 
same animals

I recognise that living things can be 
grouped in a variety of ways 

Activity

Parts of a plant labelling activity. parts of a folding plant activity Look at the conditions that are needed for 
plants to grow. Plant seed and offer 
prediction about what results of the 
experiement will be. Allow the children 
time to set up their investigation. They 
may need to put their plants in a dark 
cupboard or in a fridge as well different 
varients e.g water/ no water and compost/ 
no compost.  They should measure the 
height of their plant and record it on their 
Recording Results Sheet so that they can 
tell if it grows taller during the course of 
the investigation. 

Begin lesson by reviewing progress of 
plants so far- Focus particularly on the 
ones with and without water. Flower dying 
experiment to show transportation of water, 
with different temperatures. complete 
conclusion afterwards.

Complete write up of plant seed 
experiement.

Pollination process sorting activity. 
Take outside to look at flowers and 
seeds etc. 

identify what animals eat- sorting 
activity. Food fact sheet. 

Sorting activity. Discuss animals 
that can metamorpohis. Flies etc

Create Top Trumps cards for 
various animals
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Question 
                                   Where are the Rainforests? What is the climate  like in the Rainforest? How many layers of the rainforest 

are there?
What animals live in the rainforest? What is life like in the rainforest? What similiarities does the Amazon rainforest have with Sherwood Forest? Why do Rainforests need protecting?

Skills 
I can identify areas of the world 
containing rainforests.

I can use maps and atlases to 
locate rainforests

I can identify areas of the world containing 
rainforests

I can explain the key aspects of a rainforest 
climate.

I can describe and understand the 
features of the layers of a rainforest

I can identify some of the animals 
that live in the different layers of the 
rainforest.

I can describe how people use 
natural resources to survive.

I can compare the Amazon Rainforest and Sherwood Forest. I can explain the effects humans are having on the rainforests.

Knowledge

I know that countries have varying; 
environmental regions, key physical 
and human characteristics (in the 
context of rainforests)

I know that maps, atlases, globes 
and digital/computer mapping are 
used to locate countries and 
describe features.

I know the significance of latitide, 
longitude, equator, Northern Hemisphere, 
Southern Hemisphere,  The tropics of 
Cancer and Caprocorn, Arctic and Antartic 
circle, the Prime/ Greenwich Meridian and 
time zones (including day and night)- in 
the context of rainforests. 

I know how to describe and understand key 
aspects of physical geography, including: 
climate zones, biomes and vegetation 
belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes and 
earthquakes, and the water cycle in the 
context of a tropical climate.

I know the names of the different 
layers of the rainforest. I know that 
there are four layers to the 
rainforest. I know that what the 
climate is like in each layer. 

I know some animals that live in each 
layer.

I know that people use a variety of 
different resources to survive in the 
rainforest.

I know some similiarities between the Amazon Rainforest and Sherwood Forest. 
I know some differences between the Amazon Rainforest and Sherwood Forest. 

 I know what deforestation means. I know why deforestation is happening. I understand the 
positive effects of deforestation. I can understand the negative effects of deforestation. I know 
some things I can do to help limit the impact of deforestation.

Activity

Children to  identify countries of the 
world with areas of rainforest- 
lesson one.

Choose one rainforest location and 
find out how easy it would be to visit 
it. What transport would you need 
to take? How long would it take to 
get there?  Choose one of the 
languages spoken in a rainforest 
area and learn some key phrases 
and words. For example, Spanish 
(spoken in many South American 
countries) or French (spoken in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo) 
Lesson 1 continued.

post card home to tell family what weather 
they are experiencing in the rainforest? 
lesson 2

Rainforest weather forecast activity-lesson 
2 

Rainforest layers activity- lesson 3 Use ICT to reasearch animals that 
live in the rainforest. Choose one 
animal to present back to the rest of 
the class, in pairs.

Research lesson using ICT Comparing forests factfile- lesson 4 / Comparing forests Venn diagram- Lesson 5 1st lesson- deforestation debate (see debate cards- lesson 6) 2nd lesson- positive/ negative effects of deforestation activity lesson 6 continued.

R
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Question How do Christian people's belefs about God, the world  and others have an impact on their lives? What can we learn from religious stories?

https://www.thoughtco.com/biography-of-pedro-de-alvarado-2136555
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Skills 

I can learn about Christian celebrations and commitments by describing some 
spiritual ways of celebrating Christian festivals, including Christmas, Easter and 
Pentecost. I can reflect thoughtfully on the reasons why some people value 
such celebrations very highly, but others not at all.

I can make connections between different features of the religions and world views they study, 
discovering more about celebrations, worship, and the rituals which mark important points in 
life in order to reflect thoughtfully on their ideas.

I can describe and understand the link between the Bible story of creation and 
other theories of creation.

I can experience well told 
storytelling, and develop their own 
skills as story tellers in relation to 
‘great lives’ in religious stories.

I can discuss a range of ideas
about some ‘big questions’,
e.g. what do Christians believe about 
God? What different
views do we know about the
beginnings of life on Earth? Did
God make us all, or are we an
accident? Or are there other
explanations for humanity?

Knowledge

I know the difference between
practising Christians and their
views and the cultural
traditions involved.

I know how different world
religions and worldviews
connect and can reflect on
these.

I know about the different celebrations, 
worship and rituals, that mark important 
points in life e.g birthdays,  marriage, civil
partnerships and funerals etc.

I know the Christian story of 
creation and other theories of 
creation.

I know the story of Noah and how 
this relates to the creation story 
starting again.

I know how to analyse stories
and the impact of different
characters. e.g lesser
characters in stories.

I know a range of ideas that
answer questions in different
faiths/beliefs.
I know that people have
different answers to the big
questions because stories have
changed over time. e.g Play
Chinese whispers to explain.

Activity

Research different Christian 
festivals in small groups using 
computers/ chromebooks

write briefly about each festival. 
match statements to images

discuss why some people value such 
celebrations so highly and others not at all.

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/religion/religions/christianity/belief
s/creationism_1.shtml retell the story 
using story board. 

identify main reoccuring biblical 
character and how they were 
protrayed,

Chinese whispers game/ circle time 
discussion to  help chn understand

PS
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Question 
How can we stay motivated when doing 
something challenging?

Why is it impotant to keep trying even 
when something is difficult?

How can I work well with a partner or in a 
group?

Why is it important to have a positive attitude? How can I help others to achieve their 
goals?

Why is it important to work hard to 
achieve my dreams and  goals?

How do I know that I have made a 
healthy choice?

Why is it important to have a healthy 
balanced diet?

Why is vital that I am physically 
active?

How can I try to keep myself and 
others safe?

How can I be agood friend and enjoy 
healthy relationships?

Skills 
I can tell you about a person who has 
faced difficult challenges and achieved 
success.

I can identify a dream/ ambition that is 
importat to me.

I can enjoy facing new learning challenges and 
working out the best ways for me to achieve 
them.

I am motivated and ethusiastic about achieveing 
our new challenge.

I can recognise obstacles that might 
hinder my achievements and can take 
steps to overcome them.

I can evaluate my own learning process 
and how it can be better next time.

I can explain how  exercise affects my 
body and  that my heart and lungs are 
such important organs.

I can explain how the amount of 
calories, fat and sugar that I put into my 
body will affect my health.

I can tell you my knowledge/ 
attitude towards drugs.

I can identify things, people and 
places that I need to keep safe from.

I can identify when something feels safe 
or unsafe.

Knowledge

I know how to respect and admire 
people who overcom obstacles and 
achieve their dreams and goals.

I have an understanding of how I will 
feel when I achieve my dream/goal

I know how to break down a goal into a number 
of steps and know how others could help me 
achieve it.

I know that I am responsible for my own learning 
and can use my strengths as a learner to achive 
the challenge.

I know how to manage my feelings of 
frustration when obstacles occur.

I know how to share my success with 
others and how to store my feelings in 
my internal treasure chest.

I know how to set myself a fitness 
challenge.

I know what it feels like to make a 
healthy choice.

I know how I feel towards drugs. I know to how to explain how being 
scared or anxious feels.

I know how to take responsibility for 
keeping myself and others safe.

Activity
Dreams and Goals Jigsaw -Piece 1 Dreams and Goals Jigsaw -Piece 2 Dreams and Goals Jigsaw- Piece 3 Dreams and Goals Jigsaw- Piece 4 Dreams and Goals Jigsaw -Piece 5 Dreams and Goals jigsaw -Piece 6 Healthy Me Jigsaw -Piece 1 Healthy Me Jigsaw- Piece 2 Healthy Me Jigsaw -Piece 3 Healthy Me Jigsaw- Piece 4 Helathy Me Jigsaw- Piece 5
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Question 

What is an algorithm? What is penup pendown? What are polygons? What is scratch? Can you use scratch to draw 
regular polygons?

Safer Internet Day - 9/2/21 An 
Internet we trust: exploring 
reliability in the online world

Can you create patterns? What is technology and how is it 
used to improve human life?

Who was Bill Gates? - Microsoft

Skills 

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 

I can put programming commands into a 
sequence to achieve a specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need for a 
simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop commands. 
I can identify the error in an algorithm.

I can put programming commands into a 
sequence to achieve a specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need for a 
simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop commands. 
I can identify the error in an algorithm.

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 
I can identify the error in an 
algorithm.

I can separate fact from fiction 
when using the internet

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 
I can identify the error in an 
algorithm.

I can explain how different 
technology improves the lives of 
different people.

I can name the significant person 
I can explain why they are 
significant
I can identify what types of 
technology are used for 
I can explain the significance of  
this person and their place in the 
world

Knowledge

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm

I know how to program a sequence of 
commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and loop 
commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in an 
algorithm (identify the incorrect block)

I know how to program a sequence of 
commands to acheive a specified outcome
I know how to create a simple algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and loop 
commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in an 
algorithm (identify the incorrect block)

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in 
an algorithm (identify the incorrect 
block)

I know that the internet provides 
us with an amazing range of 
information and provides 
opportunities to inform, connect 
and inspire us. I also know that the 
internet can provide false 
information. I understand the 
emotional impact that negative and 
misleading information online can 
have on people. 

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in 
an algorithm (identify the incorrect 
block)

I know how different technology is 
used to help people. 

I know who Bill Gates is
I know the significance of micrsoft 
and how this is used in the modern 
world.

Activity

Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug an algorithm using the 
move, rotate and repeat 
commands

Using Scratch. Children can create 
and debug algorithms using penup 
and pendown.

Using Scratch. Children to create and 
debug algorithms that draw regular 
polygons

Using Scratch. Children to create and 
debug algorithms that draw shapes.

Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug algorithms that draw 
regular polygons

Use official Safer Internet UK 
resources. 

Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug algorithms to draw 
patterns.

Children to use the internet to 
research how computers have 
impacted human life (made 
better/made worse). Create 
Powerpoint presentation to show 
findings

Children create fact file on Bill 
Gates

A
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Question
What are the primary and secondary 
colours?

How do I blend pastels together? How do I layer pastels? Who was Henri Rousseau?

Skills 

I can identify primary and secondary colors I can add tint and tone I can layer pastels I can explain who Henri Rousseau was and explain about his post impressionist artwork.

Knowledge

I  know which colours are primary and 
which are secondary

I know how to make colours darker and 
lighter

I know how to layer pastels I know who Henri Rousseau is and I am able to recognise some of his artwork.

Activity

colour wheel in sketch books- look at both 
secondary and primary colours

give out rainforest images and children to 
create a colour wheel around image.

children to recreate rainforest animals. model and then children have a go. Allow 3 weeks for completion. artist study- 2 weeks

D
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Question
Who is the artist Peter Musa? What is applique? How could I improve my design for next 

time?

Skills 
I can research an artist who uses a 
particular style.

I can explain what  applique is I can create my own applique I can evaluate the effectiveness and of my 
product.

Knowledge
I know how to research a design? I know what applique is and how to create it. I know whether my project was fit for 

design.
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Activity

Take a look at artist Peter Musa talking 
about his art inspired by Central American 
Tropical Rainforests & its people www.
btinternet.com/~mulamba/bark.html.  Talk 
to chn about how he used natural dyeing 
techniques . Look at his examples, using 
simple shapes to create images. Model by 
cutting simple shapes from paper to build 
up a collage on a square background. Use 
the term appliqué, highlighting how it looks 
like a collage made from fabric stitched to a 
background. Tell the chn that they are 
going to create a small rainforest appliqué 
of their own. Share the illustrations in Deep 
in a Rainforest, modelling how simple leaf, 
fruit & animal outlines can be created 
(freehand, tracing from book, cutting out of 
photocopies). Remind the chn that shapes 
should be simple outlines without detail, 
almost like templates

On coloured sugar paper chn start with a 
15cm square background. Using Deep in a 
Rainforest for ideas chn create simple 
paper shapes (selecting 3 colours only!) & 
place them (not stick!) on the background. 
Use papers similar to dye shades.   

children create own applique using felt. use design 
from last week. cut shapes ready to glue/ sew next 
lesson.

children to complete applique by sewing design on 
to felt using simple runninh stitch- allow for two 
lessons if need be.

showcase designs and complete 
evaluation booklet.

M
FL

Question

How do I say red, blue, white, black 
and green?

How do I say red, yellow, blue, 
pink,orange and black?

How do I say all 6 new colours? How do I say all 6 new colours?
How do I write blue and black in french?

How do I say violet, grey and brown 
in french? 
How do I ask what is your favourite 
colour?
How do I respond to this?

How do I say violet, grey and brown 
in french? 
How do I ask what is your favourite 
colour?
How do I respond to this?

I know how to write a short 
sentence in French to accompany 
display work

What are the names of fruits in 
French?

How do you respond to and 
understand the question ‘C’est bon 
pour la santé?’

How do you say the names of six fruits? How do you say the names of six fruits?

Skills 

I can perform actions to a french 
song
To make links between some 
sounds, rhymes and spelling and 
read aloud familiar words

I can perform actions to a french 
song
To make links between some 
sounds, rhymes and spelling and 
read aloud familiar words

To recognise and respond to sound 
patterns and words 
To listen and respond to simple stories, 
finger rhymes and songs 
To listen attentively and understand 
instructions, everyday classroom 
language and praise words

To recognise and respond to sound 
patterns and words 
To listen and respond to simple stories, fi 
nger rhymes and songs 
To listen attentively and understand 
instructions, everyday classroom language 
and praise words

To recognise and respond to sound 
patterns and wordsTo perform 
simple communicative tasks using 
single words, phrases and short 
sentences

To recognise and respond to sound 
patterns and wordsTo perform 
simple communicative tasks using 
single words, phrases and short 
sentences

I can write a short sentence in 
French to accompany display work

I know the names of the names of 
six fruits in French 
I can respond to the question ‘C’est 
bon pour la santé?’

I know the names of the names of 
six fruits in French 
I can respond to the question ‘C’est 
bon pour la santé?’

Understand and say the names of six 
fruits in French

To perform simple communicative tasks 
using single words, phrases and short 
sentences

Understand and say the names of six fruits in 
French

To perform simple communicative tasks 
using single words, phrases and short 
sentences

Knowledge

I know the letter strings oi, eu
Recognise how sounds are presented in written form
Imitate pronunciation of sounds 
Identify specifi c sounds, phonemes and words, linking sounds to meanings

I know the letter strings oi, eu
Recognise how sounds are 
presented in written form
Imitate pronunciation of sounds 
Identify specifi c sounds, phonemes 
and words, linking sounds to 
meanings

Add ‘rose’ (pink) and ‘orange’ 
(orange) and
‘noir’ (black) to the list of colours 
learned.

Recognise how sounds are presented in 
written form
Imitate pronunciation of sounds
Identify specifi c sounds, phonemes and 
words, linking sounds to meanings

Recognise how sounds are presented in 
written form
Imitate pronunciation of sounds
Identify specifi c sounds, phonemes and 
words, linking sounds to meanings

Understand and be able to say 11 
colours in French

Understand and be able to say 11 
colours in French

To experiment with the writing of 
short words

Recognise how to pronounce ‘on’ 
in French 
Understand and say the names of 
six fruits in French 
Understand and respond to the 
question ‘C’est bon pour la santé?’

Identify specific sounds, phonemes 
and words, linking sounds to 
meanings
Recognise questions and negatives
Notice the spelling of familiar 
words
Recognise that languages describe 
familiar things differently

Identify specific sounds, phonemes and 
words, linking sounds to meanings
Recognise questions and negatives
Notice the spelling of familiar words
Recognise that languages describe 
familiar things differently

Identify specific sounds, phonemes and 
words, linking sounds to meanings
Recognise questions and negatives
Notice the spelling of familiar words
Recognise that languages describe familiar 
things differently

Activity

Children listen to the instructions and
respond with an appropriate action.
They move slowly/quickly in response
to ‘Lentement’ and ‘Plus vite’.

Children listen to the song and perform
the actions. They join in singing as they
become familiar with the words and
the tune.

Children look at the objects, listen to 
the French and chorus the new 
vocabulary. 

Children watch your activities and 
repeat the words with you or with a 
volunteer. 

The children listen to the sequence of 
colours and arrange the cubes into the 
correct order, according to the 
sequence they hear.

Children practise three new colours.

The children look at the object and 
repeat the French colour if it matches 
the object. If not they remain silent.

Children recall colours from the previous
session. They are introduced to the
written words for colours and practise the
letter strings oi and eu.

Children play the game and speak
individually to the rest of the group.
More able children should be encouraged
to imitate French intonation and raise their
voice as they ask the question –
‘C’est bleu?’

Children watch the snails moving across
the grid. They revise the six new colour
words and state a colour individually as
they pull an object from the bag.

Children listen to the rhyme.

Individual children attempt to write the
words for blue and black. Their attention
is drawn to key letter strings and sounds.

Children focus on letter strings.
They listen for the oi sound in the rhyme
and respond with a physical action.

Children listen for another key sound.

Children join in chanting the words of the
fi rst verse. The meaning of the verse is
explained to them and they enjoy adding
actions to the rhyme.

Children brainstorm the colours they
remember in French.

Children work out the word that is
written on their backs through recognising
the spelling. They can refer to the word
if it is displayed. The activity encourages
them to copy write correctly.

Children chorus the new vocabulary.

Children practise saying a short phrase
in French.

Children practise asking and answering the
question. Some children will present their
work to the rest of the class.

Children can hear native French speakers
saying the words for colours. Distribute
colour cards and text cards of colours.
Ask the children to lift their card when
they hear their colour on the CD. This will
reinforce the vocabulary and helps children
make the sound/spelling link.

Children revise colours and demonstrate
their understanding of the French.

Children focus on the visual image of
Elmer. They demonstrate understanding
to the questions you ask, and respond
in French.

Children read the words on each card.
Some will be physically involved in
the activity.

Children focus on the verb ‘is’ and
encounter some adjectives.

Children produce a short sentence in
French describing the animal they choose
to create. They practise copying correctly.

Children listen to a new song in French.
Their attention is drawn to the letter
string ‘on’ and they practise pronouncing
the sound.

Children listen again and make
connections between the French word
in the song and the image they see. They
will begin to understand what the song
is about.

Children listen carefully for key words.
They match phoneme to grapheme and
respond with a physical action.

Children listen carefully to the song and
attempt to read the phrases and sequence
them. Some children will need to hear the
song a few times to complete this activity.

Children work in pairs to recall previous
vocabulary.

Children listen to the song for specifi c
details. They count food items as they
occur in the song.

Children focus on the written word. Some
will use this support as they join in singing.

Children try to recall specifi c words from
the song. Some will be able to volunteer
an answer orally.

Children listen to two phrases:
C’est bon
C’est mauvais
They consider whether foods are healthy/
unhealthy and respond to teacher prompts
by stating ‘C’est bon ou c’est mauvais’.

Children chorus the new vocabulary

Children listen to the sequence and
respond by saying a word aloud. This
reinforces turn taking and allows 
children
time to hear the words several times.

Children listen to the sequence and
respond by saying a word aloud. This
reinforces turn taking and allows 
children
time to hear the words several times.

Children recall colour vocabulary and 
offer
answers individually.

Children listen carefully to hear ‘their’
fruit called and then respond by quickly
changing places with other children.

Children work in pairs and read the words
of the key vocabulary.

Children consider healthy eating and
respond to teacher prompts with a
short phrase:
‘C’est bon/c’est mauvais’.

It might be time for you now to begin the 
Easter activities. Please turn to page 77.

Maths Year 3 Number: Multiplication and Division Statistics Measure: Length and Perimeter Number Fractions
Making the whole
Tenths
Count in tenths
Tenths as decimals
Fractions on a number line
Fractions of a set of objects (1)
Fractions of a set of objects (2)
Fractions of a set of objects (3)
Equivalent fractions (1)
Equivalent fractions (2)
Equivalent fractions (3)
Compare fractions
Order fractions
Add fractions
Subtract fractions

O’clock and half past
Quarter past and quarter to
Months and years
Hours in a day
Telling the time to 5 minutes
Telling the time to the minute
Using a.m. and p.m.
24-hour clock
Finding the duration
Comparing durations
Start and end times
Measuring time in seconds

Turns and angles
Right angles in shapes
Compare angles
Draw accurately
Horizontal and vertical
Parallel and perpendicular
Recognise and describe 2-D shapes
Recognise and describe 3-D shapes
Make 3-D shapes

Compare mass
Measure mass (1)
Measure mass (2)
Compare mass
Add and subtract mass
Compare volume
Measure capacity (1)
Measure capacity (2)
Compare capacity
Add and subtract capacity
Temperature

Year 4 Number: Multiplication and Division Measurment: Area Number: Fractions Number: Decimals



11 and 12 times-table
Multiply 3 numbers
Factor pairs
Efficient multiplication
Written methods
Multiply 2-digits by 1-digit (1)
Multiply 2-digits by 1-digit
Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (1)
Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (1)
Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (2)
Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (2)
Divide 3-digits by 1-digit
Correspondence problems

What is area?
Counting squares
Making shapes
Comparing area

Unit and non-unit fractions
What is a fraction?
Tenths
Count in tenths
Equivalent fractions (1)
Equivalent fractions (2)
Equivalent fractions (1)
Equivalent fractions (2)
Fractions greater than 1
Count in fractions
Add fractions
Add 2 or more fractions
Subtract fractions
Subtract 2 fractions
Subtract from whole amounts
Fractions of a set of objects (1)
Fractions of a set of objects (2)
Calculate fractions of a quantity
Problem solving – calculate quantities

Recognise tenths and hundredths
Tenths as decimals
Tenths on a place value grid
Tenths on a number line
Divide 1-digit by 10
Divide 2-digits by 10
Hundredths
Hundredths as decimals
Hundredths on a place value grid
Divide 1 or 2-digits by 100



Coast to Coast Half Term Loacal Area Study - Day in the life of a young steelworker.

Spring Term Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 Week 14
H
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Question How old was I when I started 
working in the steel works?

What did I wear to work? What was it like where we worked? How did I learn my job?

Skills I can use a wide variety of different 
sources to find out facts. 

I can use a wide variety of 
different sources to find out 
facts.

I can use evidence to ask questions 
and find answer. 

I can use a range of 
historical sources and 
evidence to gain a more 
accurate understanding of 
history.

Knowledge I know what life was like for a 
young steelworker and I can 
compare this to life now.

I know what life was like for a 
young steelworker and I can 
compare this to life now.

I know what life was like for a 
young steelworker and I can 
compare this to life now. 

I know that overtime, 
things have become fairer 
for children.

Activity

Sc
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Question What does noctural and diurnal 
mean? Which animals are 
nocturnal and which are diurnal? 

How are nocturnal animals adpated 
to their environment?

How do seasons effect the length 
of days?

What are the planets in our solar 
system?
What order do they go in starting 
from the sun?

Do planets float around in space or 
do they orbit something?
Why does the sun appear to move 
across the sky during the day?

what is the Earth made of? what are the different types of 
rocks?

How can rocks be grouped?
What are the three catagories 
which rocks can be grouped into?

How are the 3 categories of rocks 
formed?

What is the process of fossil 
formation?

Why has the earth got a 
magnetic south and north 
pole?

Skills Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways. 
Use suitable vocabulary to talk or 
write about what they have done

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways. 
Use suitable vocabulary to talk or 
write about what they have done

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways.
Draw a simple conclusion based on 
evidence collected

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways.

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways.

Gather and record findings in a 
variety of ways (diagrams, tables, 
charts and graphs) with increasing 
accuracy. 

draw a simple conclusion based on 
evidence collected, beginning to 
identify next steps or 
improvements.

Gather and record findings in a 
variety of ways (diagrams, tables, 
charts and graphs) with increasing 
accuracy. 

Gather and record findings in a 
variety of ways (diagrams, tables, 
charts and graphs) with increasing 
accuracy. 

Ask questions about the world 
around them and explain that they 
can be answered in different ways.

draw a simple conclusion 
based on evidence 
collected, beginning to 
identify next steps or 
improvements.

Knowledge I know animals can be classified 
into nocturnal and diurnal animals 
I know that nocturnal animals have 
particular characterisitcs that are 
adapted to being active at night 
time

I know that nocturnal animals have 
particular characterisitcs that are 
adapted to being active at night 
time

I know that day length changes 
depending on the season

I can name and order the planets in 
our solar system.

I know the planets orbit the Sun. 
I know that the sun appears to 
move across the sky over the 
course of a day but it is the Earth 
that is moving

I know that the earth has a core, 
inner core, mantel and crust.

I know that there are different 
types of rocks. 

I compare and group together 
different kinds of rocks on the basis 
of their appearance and simple 
physical properties 

I compare and group together 
different kinds of rocks on the basis 
of their appearance and simple 
physical properties and know how 
they are formed. 

I understand the process of fossil 
formation and that erosion exposes 
them on our coastline. 

I know the earth has a 
magnetic north and south 
pole and how this affects 
the Earth

Activity sorting activity. classification due to 
size, eye etc (decision key diagram)

classification due to size, eye etc 
(decision key diagram)

Use sunrise and sunset data to 
determine when in the year 
daylight is longest - calulate and 
chart the data by month.

create a fact file on the solar 
system. 

research lesson/ video sources. 
potentially non-chron?

video lesson. labelled diagram of 
Earths layers. 

observe  rocks, discuss what they 
can see then record and sort.

 rock test. can you rub parts of with 
sandpaper etc? which are 
sedimentary/ igneous. 

research and present findings. Filey case study. what fossils did we 
find and where did we find them? 

Explore how a magnet had 
a magnet field using iron 
filing boxes.
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Question What characterises our British coastline? What characterises our British coastline? How have British coastlines 
changed over time?

How is it possible to preserve our 
coastlines?"

Are the Government doing enough 
to prevent coastal erosion?

How is local land used? How have humans 
changed the landscape?

What steps are being 
taken to protect the 
environment?

 What is sustainable 
energy? 

Skills I can ask and answer geographical 
questions about the physical and 
human characteristics of a location in 
the UK and the world. 

I can ask and answer geographical 
questions about the physical and 
human characteristics of a location in 
the UK and the world. 

I can use a range of sources such as 
maps, diagrams, globes, aerial 
photographs and GIS.

I can use a range of sources such as 
maps, diagrams, globes, aerial 
photographs and GIS.

I can use a range of sources such as 
maps, diagrams, globes, aerial 
photographs and GIS.

I can use field work to observe, measure, 
record and present human and physical 
features in a local area, using a range of 
methods. 

I can identify physical and 
human characteristic. I can 
use a range of sources 
including arial photographs. 

I can identify physical and 
human characteristics.  I 
can use a range of sources 
including arial 
photographs. I can collect 
a range of data through 
field work. Knowledge I understand where the coastline is in 

relation to the sea.
I can name the oceans and seas 
surrounding the British Isles. 

I can identify the different features 
of coastlines.

I understand different coastal 
management strategies. 
(Scarborough sea wall and harbour) 

I can explain how British coastlines 
have changed over time.

I can explain how coastal erosion 
impacts on human settlement 

I know the Environment Agency is 
responsible for managing coastal erosion. 

I know how land in the local 
area is used.

I know that humans have 
changed the landscape.

I know the steps that are 
being taken to protect 
the environment.

I know about sustainable 
energy.

Activity Children to identify and label map 
of British Isles, showing coastline 
and label the oceans and seas 
surrounding the British Isles.

Research/ show case study of a 
British coastline. (potentially 
Hornsea) Children to identify 
beach, delta, wave cut platform, 
coastal dune, stack, cave and arch 
(children to draw coastline diagram 
themselves if possible.

research Scarborough sea wall, 
looking at cost implications and the 
impact that it has had on the local 
area.

Anaylse pictures of British 
Coastlines and compare the 
differences.

study different sea defences such 
as rip rap, gabions, groynes etc 
identify which ones are used 
around the UK (Case study 

produce a report on a successful 
coastal erosion management 
scheme. e.g Scarborough

PH
SE

Question How do we make friends? How can we solve friendship 
problems when they occur?

How can we help others to feel 
part of a group?

Why is it important to respect 
others?

How can I help myself and others 
when they feel upset or hurt?

What makes a good relationship? Is everyone unique and special? How can I express how I feel when 
change happens?

How do I  understand and respect 
the changes that I see in myself? 

How to respect the changes that I 
see in other people.

Who should I ask for help if 
I am worried about 
change?

How can I look forward to 
change?

Skills I can identify the roles and 
responsibilities of each member of 
my family and can reflect on the 
expectations for males and females

 I can identify and put into practice 
some of the skills of friendship eg. 
taking turns, being a good listene

I can use some strategies for 
keeping myself safe online

I  can explain how some of the 
actions and work of people around 
the world help and influence my 
life 

 I understand how my needs and 
rights are shared by children 
around the world and can identify 
how our lives may be different.

I can express my appreciation to 
my friends and family

 I can understand that in animals 
and humans lots of changes 
happen between conception and 
growing up, and that usually it is 
the female who has the baby

I can understand how babies grow 
and develop in the mother’s uterus 
I understand what a baby needs to 
live and grow

I can identify how boys’ and girls’ 
bodies change on the outside 
during this growing up process

 can identify how boys’ and girls’ 
bodies change on the inside during 
the growing up process and can tell 
you why these changes are 
necessary so that their bodies can 
make babies when they grow up

I can start to recognise 
stereotypical ideas I might 
have about parenting and 
family roles

I can idenfity what I am  
looking forward to when I 
move to a new class. I can 
articulate the changes I 
would like to make next 
year.

Knowledge I know how taking some 
responsibility in my family makes 
me feel

I know how to negotiate in conflict 
situations to try to find a win-win 
solutio

I know who to ask for help if I am 
worried or concerned about 
anything online

I know how to show an awareness 
of how this could affect my choices

I know how to empathise with 
children whose lives are different 
to mine and appreciate what I may 
learn from them

I enjoy being part of a family and 
friendship groups

I know to express how I feel when I 
see babies or baby animals

I know how express how I might 
feel if I had a new baby in my 
family

I recognise how I feel about these 
changes happening to me and 
know how to cope with those 
feelings

I recognise how I feel about these 
changes happening to me and 
know how to cope with these 
feelings

I know express how I feel 
when my ideas are 
challenged and might be 
willing to change my ideas 
sometimes

I know how to reflect on 
the changes I would like to 
make.

Activity Relationships puzzle piece 1 Relationships puzzle piece 2 Relationships puzzle piece 3 Relationships puzzle piece 4 Relationships puzzle piece 5 Relationships puzzle piece 6 Changing Me puzzle piece 1 Changing Me puzzle piece 2 Changing Me puzzle piece 3 Changing Me puzzle piece 4 Changing Me puzzle 
piece 5

Changing me puzzle piece 
6

R
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Question Who do Jewish people worship and 
what do they believe in?

Who do Muslims  worship and 
what do they believe in?

How do Jewish and Islamic people 
pray?

what are the meanings of symbols, 
words and actions used in prayer 
and worship such as bowing down, 
using ritual and symbols and 
praying alone and in groups. 

what are the similarities and 
differences of Jewish and Muslim 
prayer?

Why is praying important to the 
Jewish and Muslim people?

Skills I can find out about different forms 
of worship

I can find out about different forms 
of worship

I can find out more about
different forms of worship,
prayer and meditation in
different communities
to particular occasions and
communities

I can find out about the meanings 
of symbols, words and actions used 
in prayer and worship such as 
bowing down, using ritual and 
symbol, praying alone and in 
groups.

I can find out more about different 
forms of worship, prayer and 
meditation in different 
communities

I can find out more about different 
forms of worship, prayer and 
meditation in different 
communities

I can find out more about different 
forms of worship, prayer and 
meditation in different 
communities, and write creatively 
and thoughtfully some songs, 
prayers or meditations suited to 
particular occasions and 
communities

Knowledge I know that prayer and meditation 
is an opportunity to reflect and 
reach out

I know that prayer and meditation 
is an opportunity to reflect and 
reach out

I know that
prayer and meditation is an
opportunity to reflect and
reach out.
I know that prayer is used in
celebrations/particular
occasions as well as daily
rituals.

I know that symbols are
important in all religions I know 
that symbols are used
in prayer/worship. I recognise
these in Muslim and Jewish prayer.

I know that prayer is used in 
celebrations/particular occasions 
as well as daily rituals.

I know that prayer is used in 
celebrations/particular occasions 
as well as daily rituals.

I know that prayer is used in 
celebrations/particular occasions 
as well as daily rituals.

Activity Create a non-chron style report 
looking at the following 
catergories: What do Jews believe 
in? What is the Jewish holy book? 
Where do Jews worship?  https:
//www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles
/zh77vk7 

Create a non-chron style report 
https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zpdtsbk/articles/
zrxxgwx 

sorting activit differences between 
Jewish and Islamic prayery

draw and label meaning of religious 
symbols

children to reserach Jewish 
prayers. Give them questions/ 
prompts to lead their research 

children to reserach how Muslims 
pray. Give them questions/ 
prompts to lead their research. 
They are then to recognise any 
similiarites/ differences between  
the Jewish and Muslim religions. 

children to be taught the 
importance of prayer and then give 
them opportunity to write their 
own prayer 
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Question What is an algorithm? What is penup pendown? What are polygons? What is scratch? Can you use scratch to draw 
regular polygons?

Safer Internet Day - 9/2/21 An 
Internet we trust: exploring 
reliability in the online world

Can you create patterns? What is technology and how is it 
used to improve human life?

Who was Bill Gates? - Microsoft How can I share my 
learning with my family?

How can I share my 
learning with my family?

Skills I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 
I can identify the error in an 
algorithm.

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 
I can identify the error in an 
algorithm.

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 
I can identify the error in an 
algorithm.

I can separate fact from fiction 
when using the internet

I can put programming commands 
into a sequence to achieve a 
specific outcome. 
I can create an algorithm I will need 
for a simple program. 
I can use repeat and loop 
commands. 
I can identify the error in an 
algorithm.

I can explain how different 
technology improves the lives of 
different people.

I can name the significant person 
I can explain why they are 
significant
I can identify what types of 
technology are used for 
I can explain the significance of  
this person and their place in the 
world

I can combine a mixture 
of text, graphics and 
sound to share my ideas 
and learning for a 
particular purpose.

I can combine a mixture 
of text, graphics and 
sound to share my ideas 
and learning for a 
particular purpose.
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Knowledge I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in 
an algorithm (identify the incorrect 
block)

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in 
an algorithm (identify the incorrect 
block)

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in 
an algorithm (identify the incorrect 
block)

I know that the internet provides 
us with an amazing range of 
information and provides 
opportunities to inform, connect 
and inspire us. I also know that the 
internet can provide false 
information. I understand the 
emotional impact that negative and 
misleading information online can 
have on people. 

I know how to program a sequence 
of commands to acheive a specified 
outcome
I know how to create a simple 
algorithm 
I know how to include repeat and 
loop commands in an algorithm
I know how to identify an error in 
an algorithm (identify the incorrect 
block)

I know how different technology is 
used to help people. 

I know who Bill Gates is
I know the significance of micrsoft 
and how this is used in the modern 
world.

I know how to combine 
a range of media to 
create a range of 
documents for a 
particular purpose

I know how to combine 
a range of media to 
create a range of 
documents for a 
particular purpos

Activity Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug an algorithm using the 
move, rotate and repeat 
commands

Using Scratch. Children can create 
and debug algorithms using penup 
and pendown.

Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug algorithms that draw 
regular polygons

Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug algorithms that draw 
shapes.

Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug algorithms that draw 
regular polygons

Use official Safer Internet UK 
resources. 

Using Scratch. Children to create 
and debug algorithms to draw 
patterns.

Children to use the internet to 
research how computers have 
impacted human life (made 
better/made worse). Create 
Powerpoint presentation to show 
findings

Children create fact file on Bill 
Gates

Plan and prepare a presentation to share at home 
about the local area. 
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Question How do I mix paints to create 
secondary colours?

How can I represent moods using 
different colours?

What is a print? Who was Pablo Picasso? How can I design and create a 
print?

How can I design and create a 
print?

Who is Steve Mehdi and why is his 
work important locally?

What materials has Steve Mehdi 
used?

What other materials has Steve 
Mehdi used? 

Skills I can mix colours effectively using a 
variety of paints.  

I can experiment with creating 
mood with colour. I can use 
watercolour paint to produce 
washes for backgrounds then add 
detail.

I can replicate patterns observed in 
natural or built environments.

I can use a wide variety of different 
sources. (To find out facts and 
present them in a variety of 
different ways)

I can design and  make my own 
printing blocks (e.g. coiled string on 
card). I can make precise repeating 
patterns. I can print layers of two 
or more colours.

I can design and make my own 
printing blocks (e.g. coiled string on 
card). I can make precise repeating 
patterns. I can print layers of two 
or more colours.

I can create and combine shapes to 
create recognisable forms. 

I can create and combine shapes to 
create recognisable forms and 
include texture. 

Knowledge I know the primary colours. I know 
how to mix primary colours to 
create secondary colours. I know 
the ffect mixng two colours wil 
have.

I know how colours represent 
moods. I know how to mix primary 
colours to create secodnary 
colours. I know how to mix paints 
to create mood.

I know what a print is. I can identify 
and recreate pattterns.

I know that Picasso experimented 
with lots of different techniques e.
g. lithographs, etchings, drypoints, 
lino cuts and woodcuts

I know how to make my own print. 
I know how to mix colours.

I know how to make my own print. 
I know how to mix colours.

I know how to study other artists’ 
work. 

Activity Loook at the colours found in the 
ocean. Experiment recreating these 
colours using primary colours.

Create a watercolour back wash of 
the ocean. Add details using paint 
mixing skills eg. sand etc

Search for prints around school/ in 
photos of daily objects. Recreate 
patterns by designing prints and 
testing them out.

Explore  and replicate the patterns 
found in Picasso's artwork in 
sketchbooks. 

Create a print using patterns. Create a print using patterns. Look at images of Steve Mehdi's 
work. What do you like/dislike? 
How do you think they were 
created? Potentially arrange 
Q&A session with him.

Create a model in the style of Steve 
Mehdi's work using clay

Create a model in the style of Steve 
Mehdi's work using foil/wire

D
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Question DT TEAM BOX PROJECT DT TEAM BOX PROJECT
Skills 

Knowledge

Activity

M
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Question How do I say the name of different 
zoo animals in French?

How do I say the names of different 
zoo animals in French?

How do I say the names of different 
zoo animals in French?

How do I say letters of the alphabet 
in French?

How do I say vowel sounds in 
French?

How do I say vowel sounds in 
French?

How do I say vowel sounds in 
French?

How do I describe my family in 
French?

How do you introduce members of 
your family in French?

Can you retell a story in French? Can you retell a story in French?What are your hobbies? What are your hobbies?

Skills I can say the names of 6 different 
zoo animals with accurate 
pronunciation

I can follow a story using visual 
clues.

I can follow a story using visual 
clues.

I can recognise some letters of the 
alphabet.

I can say 5 vowel sounds in French 
accurately 

I can say and write a short simple 
sentence in French using a noun, 
verb and adjective

I can say and write a short simple 
sentence in French using a noun, 
verb and adjective

I can say identify members of my 
family in French 

I can introduce members of my 
family in French 

I can follow a French story and join 
in, reading sections with the 
teacher

I can role play part of a 
French story 

I can say what my hobbies 
are in French 

I can say what my 
hobbies are in French 

Knowledge I know the names of 6 different zoo 
animals.

I know the names of 6 different zoo 
animals.

I know the names of 6 different zoo 
animals.

I know some letters of the alphabet 
in French.

I know 5 vowel sounds in French I know some example of nouns, 
verbs and adjectives in French

I know some example of nouns, 
verbs and adjectives in French

I know the words to idntify my 
family in French 

I know the words I need to 
introudce my family in French. 

I know a French story I know the french word for 
my favourite hobby 

I know the french word 
for my favourite hobby 

Activity Lesson 4- Part 1 Lesson 4- Part 2 Lesson 4- Part 3 Lesson 4- Part 4 Lesson 5- Part 1 Lesson 5- Part 2 Lesson 5- Part 3 Lesson 9- Part 1 Lesson 9- Part 2 Lesson 11- Part 1 Lesson 11- Part 2 Lesson 16- Part 2 Lesson 17- Part 1
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Year 3 Number: Fractions Measurement and Time Geometry: Properties of Shape Measurement: Mass and Capacity Consolidation and Assessment
Making the whole 
Tenths Count in tenths 
Tenths as decimals 
Fractions on a number line 
Fractions of a set of objects (1)
 Fractions of a set of objects (2) 
Fractions of a set of objects (3) 
Equivalent fractions (1) 
Equivalent fractions (2) 
Equivalent fractions (3) 
Compare fractions Order fractions 
Add fractions Subtract fractions

O’clock and half past 
Quarter past and quarter to 
Months and years 
Hours in a day 
Telling the time to 5 minutes 
Telling the time to the minute 
Using a.m. and p.m. 
24-hour clock 
Finding the duration 
Comparing durations 
Start and end times 
Measuring time in second

Turns and angles 
Right angles in shapes 
Compare angles 
Draw accurately Horizontal and vertical Parallel and perpendicular 
Recognise and describe 2-D shapes 
Recognise and describe 3-D shapes 
Make 3-D shapes

Compare mass Measure mass (1) 
Measure mass (2) 
Compare mass 
Add and subtract mass 
Compare volume Measure capacity (1) 
Measure capacity (2) 
Compare capacity 
Add and subtract capacity Temperature

Year 4 Number: Decimals Measurement: Money Number: Time Statistics Geometry: Properties of Shape Consolidation and Assessment

Bonds to 10 and 100 
Make a whole 
Write decimals 
Compare decimals 
Order decimals 
Round decimals 
Halves and quarters

Pounds and pence 
Ordering money 
Estimating money 
Convert pounds and pence 
Add money 
Subtract money 
Find change 
Four operations

Telling the time to 5 minutes 
Telling the time to the minute 
Using a.m. and p.m. 
24-hour clock 
Hours, minutes and seconds Years, months, weeks and days 
Analogue to digital – 12 hour Analogue to digital – 24 hour

Interpret charts 
Comparison, sum and difference 
Introducing line graphs 
Line graphs

Turns and angles 
Right angles in shapes 
Compare angles 
Identify angles 
Compare and order angles 
Recognise and describe 2-D shapes 
Triangles 
Quadrilaterals 
Horizontal and vertical Lines of symmetry 
Complete a symmetric figure

SF
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Text The Day the Crayons Quit Dr Xargle Play Time Why Can't Humans Fly? Burglar Bill Oceans and Seas Poems to Read Aloud 
Reading - read books that are structured in 

different ways and read for a
range of purposes
- identify how language, structure, 
and presentation contribute to
meaning- To understand that the 
point of view of the narrator 
influences our understanding of 
the events 

- discuss words and phrases that 
capture the reader’s interest and 
imagination
- check that the text makes sense 
to them, discussing their 
understanding and explaining the 
meaning of words in context- To 
identify how the characters’ 
viewpoint impacts the presentation 
of the story setting

- prepare poems and play scripts to 
read aloud and to perform, 
showing understanding through 
intonation, tone, volume and 
action- 1. To know how play scripts 
differ from stories                                                                                                                                                                                                               
2. To perform a play 

- identify main ideas drawn from 
more than one paragraph and
summarise these-  To identify the 
main ideas in a non-chronological 
text

- identify main ideas drawn from 
more than one paragraph and 
summarise these
 - identify themes and conventions 
in a wide range of books                                                 
- participate in discussion about 
both books that are read to
them and those they can read for 
themselves, taking turns and 
listening to what others say-1. To 
summarise the text
                                                     2. To 
compare and contrast books by the 
same author 

- identify main ideas drawn from 
more than one paragraph
and summaries these-To identify 
main ideas and supporting details 

- prepare poems and play scripts to 
read aloud and to perform, 
showing understanding through 
intonation, tone, volume and 
action- To perform poems with 
expression

Writing - discuss and record ideas
- use and understand grammatical 
terminology accurately and 
appropriately when discussing their 
writing and reading- To write a 
letter of one of the other 
characters' point of view 

- compose and rehearse sentences 
orally (including dialogue), 
progressively building a varied and 
rich vocabulary and an increasing 
range of sentence structures
- choose nouns or pronouns 
appropriately for clarity and 
cohesion and to
avoid repetition- To write a 
postcard from Earth

- assess the effectiveness of their 
own and others’ writing and 
suggest improvements- To write a 
play script of a story
- use and understand grammatical 
terminology accurately and 
appropriately when discussing their 
reading and writing

- assess the effectiveness of their 
own and others’ writing and 
suggest improvements
- use and understand grammatical 
terminology accurately and
appropriately when discussing their 
writing and reading- To write and 
deliver a talk about evolution

- discuss and record ideas
- assess the effectiveness of their 
own and others’ writing
and suggest improvements
- choose nouns or pronouns 
appropriately for clarity and
cohesion and to avoid repetition
- use conjunctions, adverbs and 
prepositions to express time
and cause- 1. To create a ‘wanted’ 
poster for Burglar Bill                      
                                                         2. 
To write another section of the 
story in the same style

- assess the effectiveness of their 
own and others’ writing and
suggest improvements                    - 
use and understand grammatical 
terminology accurately and
appropriately when discussing their 
writing and reading- To write a 
poem about life underwater

- assess the effectiveness of their 
own and others’ writing and 
suggest improvements
- use and understand grammatical 
terminology accurately and 
appropriately when discussing their 
reading and writing- To write 
another poem to be read aloud

SFA Y4

Text Ruby's Wish Robin Hood Robin Hood Deadly Creatures George's Marvellous Medicine George's Marvllous Medicine George's Marvellous Medicine 



SFA Y4 Reading 

- draw inferences such as inferring 
characters’ feelings, thoughts and 
motives from their actions, and 
justify inferences with evidence
- identify how language, structure, 
and presentation contribute to 
meaning- To identify how the 
setting affects what happens in a 
story

- increase their familiarity with a wide range of books, including fairy 
stories, retelling some of these orally
- identify themes and conventions in a wide range of books                 - 
draw inferences and justify inferences with evidence-1. To compare the 
styles of different versions of the same story and consider the effect 
each has on their audience
2. To identify the main points in the story
3. To develop the ability to use inference and deduction to read beneath 
the surface meaning of a text 

- retrieve and record information 
from non-fiction
- identify how language, structure 
and presentation contribute to 
meaning-To collect information 
about features of different deadly 
creatures in order to compare and 
contrast them 

- predict what might happen from details stated and implied
- identify themes and conventions in a wide range of books
- participate in discussion about both books that are read to them
and those they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to what others say.
- ask questions to improve their understanding of a text-1. To develop an inner voice by practising on-going 
prediction
2. To explore authorial style by comparing different works by Roald
Dahl
3. To explore how authors move stories on from the beginning to the
middle and from the middle to the end 

Writing 

- in narratives, create settings, 
characters and plot
- propose changes to grammar and 
vocabulary to improve consistency, 
including the accurate use of 
pronouns in sentences
- use and understand grammatical 
terminology accurately and
appropriately when discussing their 
writing and reading

- in narratives, create settings, characters and plot
- use and punctuate direct speech
- propose changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve
consistency, including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences o use 
and understand grammatical terminology accurately and
appropriately when discussing their writing and reading-1. To write 
another adventure for Robin and his merry men which includes dialogue
2. To write a magazine-style profile on the character of Robin Hood 

- organise paragraphs around a 
theme
- use and understand grammatical 
terminology accurately and
appropriately when discussing their 
writing and reading- To write a 
magazine feature comparing and 
contrasting two differing deadly 
creatures

- in narratives, create settings, characters and plot
- organise paragraphs around a theme
- use and understand grammatical terminology accurately and
appropriately when discussing their writing and reading
- use conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and
cause
- propose changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency, including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences- 1. To write the next part of a story based on their predictions
2. To write an evaluation of Roald Dahl as an author
3. To write an ending for George’s Marvellous Medicine explaining
what has happened to the animals in the story
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